Effects of increased systemic blood pressure on the tissue fluid pressure threshold of peripheral nerve.
This study was designed to evaluate the functional response of the median nerve at the wrist to various degrees of acute, local compression in hypertensive patients. After measuring resting tissue fluid pressure in the carpal tunnel of the nondominant hand of nine subjects (diastolic pressures of 90 mm Hg or greater), localized pressures of 50, 60, or 70 mm Hg were applied to the palmar aspect of the wrist. Motor and sensory latencies and amplitudes of the median nerve were evaluated before compression, during 30-240 min of compression, and during the postcompression recovery phase. Sensory responses were completely blocked at a threshold tissue fluid pressure of 60-70 mm Hg, measured by the wick catheter technique. This pressure threshold was greater than the 40-50 mm Hg previously found in normotensive subjects. The tissue pressure threshold of normotensive and hypertensive subjects was consistently 30 mm Hg below diastolic blood pressure (approximately 45 mm Hg below mean arterial blood pressure). These results support the concept that ischemia is the prime mechanism of conduction block in low pressure, nerve-compression syndromes.